
Pros
•	 Big pegs, one of the biggest on the market
•	 Great grip, solid construction
•	 Mounting hardware and secret bottle opener included

Cons
•	 Can be too large for some tastes

They say
•	 Traction cleat around perimeter of peg.
•	 Enlarged size greatly improves control of bike—like 

adding power steering!
•	 Greater comfort when standing.

Discussion
Installation was quick with the included installation pin. At first 
glance, the flat surfaces on the teeth looked as though they would 
not provide adequate grip, but there is actually a very fine sharp 
edge on each of the many teeth. The pegs were a night and day 
difference after using OEM pegs for so long. The large surface area 
of each tooth provides a great grip while not tearing into the soles of 
boots with over-aggressive “shark teeth” found on Motocross pegs.

These pegs are large, possibly too large to use without considering 
adjustable shift lever options. I made a couple of adjustments to my 
shifter to get the proper toe clearance. I may still be getting used to 
Adventure boots, but “locking in” is not good when adventure riding 
may require sudden get offs (aka dirt nap).

As the largest pegs on the market, the leverage they add when 
shifting your weight is like adding power steering to your bike, just 
as the manufacturer claims. The pegs give you room to get out there 
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and throw your weight 
around, or put your 
feet out wide to draw 
in more air. There is so 
much room on these 
pegs, it is like adding 
running boards to your 
adventure bike.

While I tested the pegs 
on a G650Xchallenge, 
they would be perfect for 
a big 1200GS. BDCW 
is now offering these 
pegs in black, and other 
colors such as red may 
be coming soon (you 
may have to contact them for this option). These pegs are of high 
quality and stand up to everything the manufacturer claims. 

Extra plus
The bottle cap opener on the bottom of the pegs. I really like these 
pegs and will be adding other BDCW products in the future.
MSRP: $229

Street Price: Available only through BDCW

Black Dog Cycle Works
www.BlackDogCW.com
(208) 263-4400
Source: BMW ON magazine March edition 2014

http://www.blackdogcw.com
http://www.bmwmoa.org

